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Elizabeth Papazian’s Manufacturing Truth analyzes the crystallization and 

subsequent dissolution of the “documentary moment” in Soviet art and literature 

of the 1920s and 1930s. By “documentary” Papazian refers to cultural products 

(chiefly filmic, photographic, or written) supposedly drawn straight “from life,” 

holding the tantalizing promise of transparent, unmediated connection of their 

audience to reality. The promise is of course illusory: authors always mediate 

“documents,” if only by selecting which ones to reproduce for mass consumption. 

Papazian traces the dissolution of the “documentary moment” of the 1920s, due 

to this internal contradiction and pressure from Stalinist authorities to produce 

monoglossic art. The resulting solution became socialist realism. 

The book is structured around four case studies, of the filmmaker Dziga Ver-

tov and the writers Sergei Tret’iakov, Maksim Gor’kii, and Mikhail Zoshchenko. 

Papazian understands the naiveté of Vertov’s project to create transparent, unme-

diated, and “scientific” films that would simply reflect reality. In fact, his early 

method was to film hundreds of individual “film-facts” (many of which he actu-

ally staged), and splice a careful selection of such “facts” into an implicit narra-

tive of progress based on Marxism and more general European conceptions of 

what “modernity” ought to be. The “scientific” and “transparent” quality of the 

resulting films inhered entirely in their congruence with Bolshevik stories about 

Soviet modernization. Papazian exposes the schematic and simple-minded char-

acter of the entire “kino-eye” project. The distance between the early Kino-

Pravda documentaries and Three Songs of Lenin (1934), structured around a tra-

ditional historical narrative, was not great. In both cases the director selected and 

edited footage to fit into a particular story-line. 

In the case of Tret’iakov, Papazian follows the author from his early work in 

the Lef project to merge art with “life” (for example by staging a play using an 

actual factory shop floor as the set), through fact-based journalism, to writing 

based on his own participation in actual collective farm work. Tretiakov thus be-

gan with an effort to dissolve art into “life” and concluded with an effort to con-

struct “life” as art. In both cases the utopian dream was a total merger of life and 

art -- Papazian’s treatment of Tretiakov owes much to Boris Groy’s Total Art of 

Stalinism: Avant-Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond (Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 1992). 

Like Tret’iakov, Mikhail Zoshchenko strove to bring his writing “closer to 

life” by using newspaper stories and reader letters in his work. Unlike Tret’iakov, 

Zoshchenko’s work was primarily satirical, rather than heroic and epic. Papazian 

argues that Zoshchenko’s Sky-Blue Book (1934) was an effort to construct an al-

ternative to socialist realism – a literary genre that would show the progress of 
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socialism while incorporating satire of the “old, faded’ remainders of the old re-

gime in daily life. The attempt failed simply because the official narrative of ac-

celerating progress toward true socialism left no room for representation of such 

“remainders.” By 1946 Zoshchenko was apologizing abjectly to Stalin for his 

failure to convey in his writings the true joy and grandeur of life under (state) so-

cialism. 

Of the four men whose work Papazian analyzes, Gor’kii, a key architect of 

Socialist Realism, emerges as the most clear-eyed about the political uses of liter-

ature. The old “critical realist” clearly understood that the necessity of selecting 

material to present meant that complete “transparency” and the political use of 

literature were ultimately incompatible. He urged Soviet authors to present “the 

new truth,” that of the emerging progressive socialist world, and downplay the 

“old truth” of daily life tainted by the habits and mentalities of the ancien régime. 

In contrast, Tret’iakov, Zoshchenko, and Vertov come across as very naive about 

representation, literature, and the utopian possibilities of the Bolshevik project. 

Papazian’s book is a fine one, and an important read for both literary scholars 

and historians. The framing of the 1920s as “the documentary moment in early 

Soviet culture” serves her purposes well, complementing existing scholarship on 

NEP culture as utopian and transformation, yet riven by internal contradictions. 

The documentary moment passed as reality diverged further and further from the 

Bolsheviks’ story-line of successful socialist modernization. Rather than accept 

that the story-line was flawed, Stalin and many other Bolshevik leaders insisted 

that artists and writers maintain it.  Under these conditions, the “documentary” 

approach became impossible. 
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